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1.

Introduction

Many phonological and morphological phenomena affect only one edge of a constituent not both left and right edges. Three of the more well known cases are listed below:
(1)

(a) Positional Preservation:
Underlying phonological material can resist neutralization at the
left edge of a constituent, but not at the right edge.
(Trubetzkoy [939:228ff. Casali [997. Becleman [998)
(b) Iambic Footing Asymmetry:
Iambic feet are almost always parsed from left to right - not righttn·left. e.g. [(cra)(acr)al. *[cr(cra)(acr)].
(Hayes [985. [995)
(c) Prefix-SuffiX Asymmetry:
Attachment of morphemes to the left edge of lOots - i.e.
prefixatioo - is marked: while every non-isolating language has
suffixes, not every language has prefixes.
(Greenberg 1957, Hawkins & Gilligan 1988)

The processes in (1) show that asymmetric edge-reference is not confined to a
small subpart of the grammar: it is found in both the faithfulness (la) and markedness
realms of phonology (lb) and in morphology as well (Ic).
Processes which apply at only one edge present a challenge for theories of
phonology and morphology which allow indiscriminate reference to both edges. In such
We would llIr:e to than.lc John McCarthy and Caco Srruijke (or their coounents and advice, iUld
Nicole Nelsoo iUld Brett Hyde (oc their comments on a previous incarnation of this work. Paul de. Lacy's
WQfk was supported by the Natiooal Science Foondatioo I1IIder grlUlt SBR·9420424.
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theories a variety of unattested processes are predicted to occur (e.g. resistance of
neulraliiation at right edges, rigbt-to-left iambs, and prefixing-only languages).

A number of researchers bave addressed the problem of edge asymmetries within
Optimality Theory. For example. Cobn & McCanby (1994;50) note that left-edge
alignment of PrWds with RoolS is required more frequently than right-edge alignment
(also sec McCarthy & Prince 1993a). They express this asymmetry by constraint ranking,
willi AUGN(Root. Left, PrWd, Left) outra.n1dng its right-edge counterpart. Cohn &
McCarthy's approach can be adapted to explain universal edge-asymmetries by
stipulating a fused ranking: with AlJGN-L always Qutranki.ng AUGN-R. the left edge will
always be favoured.
An alternative is presented by Nelson (1998). Nelson argues that asymmetries in
edge reference are due to a Special-General relationship in constraint-formulation. For
ANCHOR constraints. Nelson argues that there is a general constraint that refers to roth
edges at once and a specific one that refers to left edges alone. Significantly, there is no
constraint that refers solely to right edges.
The aim of this paper is to explore another way to account for edge-asymmetries,
namely by prohibiting reference to right edges entirdy. So, there is no WGN/ANCHORRight or WGN/ANCHOR-fLeft and Rigbt). only AUGN/ANCHOR-Left. We dub this the
' ImPOyerishment' approach since it is the solution that invokes the fewest number of
constraints (so CON is 'impoverished' in comparison to tbe other soh:ttions).
To explore the Impoverishment approach. we push it 10 its logical extreme,
eliminating the possibility of right-edge reference for all constraints, not just for
AUGN/ANCHOR:

(2)

Edge-Asymmeto' Hypothesis (EMIl:
No constraint may refer to the right edge of a constituent.

The Impoverisbment idea finds precedent in a great deal of recent work. In
Positional Faithfulness, Beckman (1998) has argued that there are faithfulness constraints
that refer to constituents at left edges, but there are 00 faithfulness constraints that refer to
the right edge (or to both edges simultaneously), I Simi.Ia.rly, McCarthy & Prince
(1993a:56) claim that rigbt-alge referring AlJGN constraints are extremely restricted in
form. Hung (1994) and Hyde (in prep.) also invoke asymmetric constraints which favour
the left edge and have no right-edge-favouring counterpart.
The EAH is an extremely strong instantiation of the Impoverishment hypothesis
for edges (unless edge-refereoee is eliminated altogether). The decisioo to explore such a
strong hypothesis is motivated less by empirical considerations than by tbe
metbodological principle that - in general- it is best to start by considering extremes and
from there dete.nnine how to moderate the idea. So, this paper can be seeo as the
beginnings of an exploration into wheth~ the EAH should either be maintained,
weakened (and if so, how), or discarded.

The remainder of this paper is organized around two questions: (1) "Which
apparently left-edge-favounng J:ilenomena can the EAH account for?" and (2) "Can a
system without constraints that refer to right edges produce apparent right-edge effectsT'o
In section 2, the first question is addressed by examining the asymmetric: phenomena
listed in (1). We show that the BAH is empirically adequate and restrictive: it roth
accounts for the attested facts and cannot generale unattested systems. TIle second
, Bectmu does employ a mae gcncn1 faithfutnc:.ss constraint thlt does not ref0' to edges at all,
but pceserves material ill every position (i.e. initial. medial, final). In this way, BeckmlUl'S approach is also
3. 'Spcc:iaJ·Geuez:a]' one, but in u. m~e extreme way than Nelsoo·s.
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question is tb~ focus of ~~ti,:m 3. We argue that a limi~ed range of ri~t edge eff~cts can
occur even Without ~xpliclt nght-edge reference. Opacity, morpbologtcal constraints and
conditions on prosodic contiguity are identified as significant in this regan!.. ConcIu~ions
are presented in section 4.

2.

Asymmetric Edge-Reference

The aim of this section is twofold: (i) to examine the general implications of the EAJi for
constraint form (§2.l), and (ti) to examine the empirlcal effects of the EAH by analYzing
the phenomena listed in (I) (§2.2-2.4).
2.1.

Constraint FOnD

stated in (2) - is a bypothesis about the form of phonological and
morphological constraints. In shon, if a constraint refers to a constituent edge, it will be
the left, and never the right? So, the EAH prohibits constraints such as AUGN(Ft, R.
PrWd, R) and *dJ (i.e. NONFINAl.lIT - Prince & Smolensky 1993).

The EAH -

Apart from edge-reference, the BAH imposes no limitations on constraint fonn
In particular, the EAH bas nothing to say about which classes of constraints may refer to
edges; it is merely a condition on which ed~e constraints may refer to. So, the EAH does
not imply that for every *F(eature) constrault there is a constraint *[aF, banning F at the
left edge of constituent a. Wh~ther certain types of constraints refer to edges at all is still
a matter of empirical investigation. Similarly, the EAH does not preclude reference to
properties sucb as headedness or constituent-membership. So, it is not relevant in
detennining the validity of constraints tbat preserve material in stressed syllables or ban
features in certain constituents.

We remain agnostic about the exact formal status of the EAH. It may merely be a
descriptive statement about constraints in UG, or it could be an active condition that
limits constraint form (especially in the instantiation of constraint schemas - see §2.2).
The sole aim of the present work is to (start to) determine wbether the EAR is empirically
adequate. Accordingly, we now tum to the edge-asymmetries listed in (1).
2.2_

Asymmetric Faithfulness

In this section, the first of the edge-asymmetric phenomena mentioned in (1) - Positional
Preservation - is examined in light of the EAH. We adopt Beckman's (1998) theory that
such pbenomena can be explained by employing faithfulness constraints that refer to leftedge constituents and that there are no anaJogous constraints that refer to rigbt edges. We
show that this asymmetry follows straightforwardly from the EAH.
Beginning witb Trubetzkoy (1939), a number of researchers have pointed out that
left edges are often not SUbject to otherwise general neutralization processes (Casali 1997,
Beckman 1998). Such preservation is rarely found at right edges (Trubetzkoy 1939:237,
also see §3.2, 3.3),
An example of left-edge preservation is found in Tamil. The mid vowels [E] and
[0] are neutralized everywhere except in the leftmost syllable (Christdas 1988, Beckman
1998:§2.3.3.1): e.g. PXI "fry", *pi.m. Beckman (1998) proposes that such positionspecific preservation is due to faithfulness constraints that refer specifically to left edge
constituents (Le. the root-initial syllable, onsets (i.e. leftmost constituent in syllable».
With such constraints outranking a neutralization-causing markedness constraint (which
1 'Edges' arc nol independeQt elements (if SPE'J. but arc rother those nodes in a CDnstitueot C
which a.rc not pceceded or followed (for '[eft' and 'right' resp.) by any other nodes in C. See Mc:Carlby &
Prince (1993a) for dlewIs.
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vowels initially, conuasting with example (2) whicb bas neutra.li.zation oon-initially:

Various rankings of these constraints produce a variety of results. including
across-tfle.board Ileutralization (*P ~ IDENT-Oj-F, IDENT-f) and no neutralization at all
(IDENT-F, IDENT-O'I-F »*F). Howevu, there is no ranking that can produce positionspecific preservation without that position being the initiaJ syllable. So, the rigbt edge

can never avoid neutralization alone, with other factors such as hcadedness aside (see §3
for relevant discussion).
The issue of present interest is to IlaXlllot for the fact that faithfulness constraints
may only refer (Q leftmost constituents and never to right-edge olemenu. The EAH offers

ript

a straightforward solution to this problem: faithfulness constraints cannot refer to
edges bocawe 'right' is not in the repertoire of edges available in oonstraint formation.

The EAH has an additional benefit: it allows faithfulness constraints to be seen as
a schema. A scbema. in the sense of McCarthy & Prince (1993a), is a template with
various arguments; every possible instantiation of the arguments produces a constraint
(Greeo 1993). With the EAH, faithfulness constraints can also be seen as a scbema with
the following form (brackets indicate optional arguments):
(4)

FMTH-(XCat/ (at edge of xCatz»
(i) FAITH e (MAX, DEP, IDFNT-F, etc.) (McCarthy & Prince 199.5)

While the possible values of XCat11l are disputed (Beckman 1998, Casali 1997), the
important point is that the edge argument is limited to just ' left'. Because of this,
complete in.stantiation of the scbema will not yield any right-edge rerming constraints.
The virtue of the schema-based approach is tha! individual faithfulness constraints
do not bave to be listed separately in CON. Instead. all faithfulness constraints can be
derived by full instantiation of a general schema. analogous to AUGN, ANCHOR, IDENT-F,
and ·Feature constraints (McCarthy & Prince 19931. 1995).
Positional Faithfulness also bears on the validity of competing edge-asymmetry
hypotheses. In comparison to the lmpJverisbment bypothesis. expressed by the EAH,
both the rUled Ranking and Special·General hypotheses stiJJ give some status to rightedges. Under these hypotheses. there are faithfulness con.straints [bat refer to the right
edge. The restriction, tbougb. is that there can be no right-edge preservation without left.edge preservation as well Unlike Beckman's and the present approach, this predicts
languages which resist neutralization in word-pt:rip~tal positions and not medially (e.g. a
language Tamil-Prime in whicb mid vowels are neutra.li.z.ed everywhere except initially
) BectmIUl (I998:ch.l) presellts a functiooaDy-based explanation ror the edge· lIS}1IUJletry in
raithfulness c:oastnwlIS.. This 5OIutiOll does IIOt obviously generaliu lO othu cases Mluc edgc·,erCCnlc:e is
asymmetric, though. II is abo unclear 10 1U wbelba- thc proposll is tutriclivc enough; as BeckDlIlll poin~
out (pp.I,J) thac are functionallW;ton 1WIc.b suggCSt that final sylllbics should be tteatc:l as prOminCllt;
btllc:e pccscrvatioo should be. pcomcud at right Mgts, contrary lO ract..
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and finally: .IPE::r:), .Ipe:ti.r:J, * pe:rJti). To our knowledge, such languages do not exist
indicating that the Impoverishment approach is the correct one. This result identifies ~
important difference between the Impoverishment approaches and the alternatives: with
the alternatives, right edges can have at least an emergent effect on processes whereas in
the ImpoverishmeDl approach, right edges can have no effect at all.
2.3.

Concatenation

Greenberg (1957, 1966) observed that there is an implicational universal in affIX
concatenation. confirmed recently in more extensive work (Hawkins & Gilligan 1988,
Bybee et at 1990):4
(5)

If a language has prefixes it also has suffIXes, but not vice-versa.

This asymmetl'y results straightforwardly from the EAH. Specifically, we propose
that this universal derives from conditions 00 the alignment of Root edges with Word
edges. By the EAH, there are constraints that require the edges of a Root to coinci:ie with
the edges of the Word that contains it, with the form AUGN(Root, edge, Word, edge)
(McCarthy & Prince 1993a). However, with the EAH the only possible instantiation of
the edge argument of this schema is 'left': AUGN(Root, left, Word, left). When the left
edge of the Root is forced to align with the left edge of the Word, no other morphemes
can precede it. So, by AUGN(Root, L, Word.. L), [Word Root1 is an acceptable
morphological structure., but [W",d prefix + Root)) is nol

Significantly, there is 00 constraint that requires alignment of the right edge of the
Root with the Word's right edge.
So, no constraint prohibits the structure
[w",oRoo[+suffix), correctly predicting that suffixes will always surface, unlike prefixes.

In summary, the inability to refer specLficaUy to the right edge of morphological
constituents (i.e. Root, Word) is crucial in accounting for the asymmetry in affix
concatenation. This follows straightforwardlY from the EAH. 5

2.4.

Footing Asymmetries

Hayes (1985, 1995) bas established that iambic (right-beaded) feet are almost always
parsed from 'leftAo-rigbt'. So, laaaaal will surface as [(ad)(cra)a] and never as
*(a(ad)(crd)]. The exceptions to this generalization are found in languages with final
main stress (e.g. TIibatulabaI, Aklan, Cebuano, and Wen - Hayes 1995:263-4 and
references cited therein).6 We will show that a similar asymmetry exists for quantity·
sensitive (QS) trochees: they can only be parsed right-to-left if main stress is neat the
right edge.

, Thc gCDcralizatioo in (.5) does not apply to rcduplicants: Harvcy (1997) observes that affIx·sized
IcdupticaJlts are always prcfixes, not suffixes. See Harvcy (1997) aod de Lacy (1999) for methods of
ocdering reduplicants without the need Cor cousllaints that refec to right edges.
J This proposal raises II few issues to do with coostraints OIl morphological concatenation. We
reject Ibe idea that afflXCS are designated as prefixes or suffixes by coosttaints such as AUGN-UR{afflX,
Stem) (Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 199311). Instead, we assume that affix order is
derived from synr..ac:tic/morpbological slrocture. AffjllO order is thus already $pec.ified in the input to the
phooology (Selkirk 1982). We refrain from discussing this point further as it would tate us too far beyond
the scope of this paper.
6 Kogu (1989) and Hayes (199.5:263-.5) have suggested thill these languages could be analyzed I1S
having L~R u:ochCCli with a fmal degenerate foot containing the main strCS$. While this lWalysis is
possible, it does not rule out the R~L iamb approach. So, the constraint system presented here does not

ovccgenmte.
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The major difficuky for an adequate theory of the iambic footing asyounetry is
that quantity-insensitive (QI) trocbee.s do not exhibit any asymmetry: they can be left· or

rigbr-edge aligned, regardless of the placement of main stmss.
In this section, we argue that both the footing asymmetries and the lack of
asymmetry for Qf trochees can be explained without recourse to constraints that refc.r to
rigbt edges (also see McCarthy & Prince 1993b:appendix 2). Constraints that refer oruy
to the left edge and main SlreSs provide an adequate and restrictive account of footing.
2.4.1. The Dl.rectton Asymmetries

The AUGN constraints of McCarthy & Prince (1993a) bave been extensively employed to
deal with footing. These coru;traints are adopted here with the limitation that they cannot
refer to right edges. 'The two instantiations of AUGN that ate most relevant are as foUows
(adapted from McCarthy & Prince 1993a:§3):
(6)

ALlGN-Left(Fl, PrWd)
" Aligo the left edge of every foct with the Jeft edge of some PrWd"
AUGN- Left(Ft, (j)
"Align the left edge of every foot with the main-stressed syllable,"

Leaving main stRss collSicierations aside for the moment, it is clear thal the
constraint.! can only genuate iambs orieoted towards the left edge: since the constraint
AUCiN-L(Fl, PrWd) has no directly antagonistic competitors, left-to-right footing will

always result.
Main stress complicates matters somewbat. U main stress is fin~ aDd AUGN'L(Ft,d) dominates AlJGN-L(Ft, PrWd), feet will be parsed from rigbt.to--Jeft:

~
---:-" -- , ' .~-.
-'
_.. :, , ,'-',."."
...

....'.

_.'

"

.

--"-~~------,-

However. right-to-Ieft iambs can only occur when main stress is finaJ; wben it is
neu the left edge. iambs can only be parsed from left·to·rigbt:

As sbown in the tableau above, the right-to-Ieft foot parses io (b) and (c) incur a
superset of (a)'s violations, Because of this, (a> will always be produced when main
stzess is neu the left edge 00 matter what the constraint ran.k.ing (ie. (a) harmonically
bounds (b) and (c», So, the different permutations of AllGN-Fr-L and AUGN·Ft·c:f
account for the iambic edge-asymmetry, correctly banning right-to-Ieft iambs e:tcept
wben main stress is final (as in Tilbatulabal, Aklan, Cebuano, and Weri),

A prediction made by the present proposal is that main stress could appear near
either edge in left-to-right iambic systems: with AUGN-L(Ft,PrWd) ourranking AUGN'-
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L(Ft, a), f~t will be attracted to the left edge without regard to main stress placement.
Tbis prediction is confirmed in languages such as Araucanian, which has penin.ltial main
stress, and Unami. where main stress falls Dur the right edge (see Hayes 1995:211, 265
and references cited. therein).
With these cOllStraints, the same results obtain for quantity-sensitive trochees (i.e.
left headed feet with the forms (c.. .J and (a)lc,J). This correctly produces that L-+R QS
trochees can result with main stress neat either the left or right edges (e.g. Cahuilla and
Lenakel Adjs/Vs resp.). It also predicts that only languages with main stress near Ute
right edge (e.g. Samoan) can have R-+L trochees. and that olhe.rwise R-+L trochees are
impossible. This result seems 10 be cornet.·

One question raised by this analysis relates to main stress: without constraints that
refer to the right-edge, how can there ever be final main stress at all? We do not yet have
a complete answer to this question, so we merely note the existence of alternatives:
Hyman (1977) argues that right-edge main stress comes about through alignment with
boundary tones. Another alternative is to employ a constraint against post·main sttess
lapses, analogous to Hung's (994) OOllStnUnt against post-stress clashes.
2.4.2.

QI Trochees and Symmetric Footing

The difficulty is in explaining why QI feet (i.e. Sdu) can have any direction of foot
parsing, regardless of the position of main stress. As with iambs and QS trochees, a
system with bigh*rank.in~ AUGN*Ft·L will allow a L-+R parse of QI trochees with either
leftmost or rightmost mam stress. So, the problem is really why the R-+L parse can have
initial main stress, unlike iambs and QS trochees.
To do this, we suggest an additioQ to the constraint system proposed above - a
constraint of the ·a variety relativized to the left edge of the word: .[6' (ie.
NONINll1AllTY - Walker 1997 and ref~ces cited therein). ·[6 is obviously irrelevant
for iambic systems since stress can never be initial due to foot fonn In trochaic systems,
though, it produces apparent right-to-Ieft trochees ifranked above the other constraints:

Due to the Jaw rank. of AllGN-Fl-<t, the placement of main stress is irrelevant to
footing. Most significantly, R--+L trochees can appear with main stress near the left edge,
as shown in (9)_ So, with ·rd full symmetry of foot parsing in QI systems is achieved..

·ra

The final step in the argument is to show that
does not affect QS trochees, or
more specifically does not generate R-+L QS trocbees with main stress near the left edge.
A glance at tableau (9) may seem to indicate otherwise: with ·[a outranking AUGN-Pr-L.
rigbt.to-Ieft trochees with initial main stress resuiL However, this system is not a true
I WlU"gJU1lIIy hIlS been claimed to hll;ve R-+L tcochees with inili.J stress, produdng fonns sw:::b II;S
(O(oo)«()a)] (Hayes 199:5: 140). However, Ibis could equaUy be nnalyzed llS L-+R paBillg with emergent
avoidance of initial stress (see below), with tbe r1LI1kiDg II PARSE-<J"" -[d .. ALIGN-Pc-LIt A crucial e)lample
Ihat cruld distinguish the two lIlalyses is Il.1.1..HI with the former analysis predic:ting [LL(LL)(H)J and the
latter [l..(ll)l..(H)]. Unfortunately, H syilibies IlfC ronfilled to initial positiDil in Wargamay, lIld • ban 011
stress drub further obscures the issue. In $hart, Wa.rgamlY does nOl offer CUIIclusive evideace for R-+l..
trochees with initial main skess.
, Examples: (i) L-+R footing with inilial main stress: Aogutbimri. (Ii) L-+R,final: Pito, (iii) R-+L,
initial: M.Jahnalak, (iv) R-+L, final: Cavine!!a (Hayes 199:5 and references cited Ihecein).
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R-+L QS trochaic system. Instead. it has a L-+R foot parse with emergent avoidance of
initial stress (like Wargamay - see fn.8) , The string IUILLU is revealing in this regard.
In a true R-+L trochaic system, the parse should be (L(H)L(LL»). In a L-+R trochaic
system with initial exttametricality. the parse would be [L(H)(lL)LJ. As shown in the
following tableau. the former parse is impossible to generate as the latter one

harmonically bounds it:

*[6

AI.lGN~FT·L

AUGN-Ff.t1

xxx

xxxx

x

In short. tbe addition of the *[d' constraint cannot produce R-+L QS trochees. The
closest it can gel to sucb a system is a L-J.R trochaic parse with initial extrametricality.

To relate this back to QI feet, it should now be evident that a R-+L QI trochaic
parse is really a L-+R system with initial SlIess avoidance. However. in QI systems it is
impossible to distinguish an apparent R-+L parse from an L-+R parse with initial stress
avoidance due to the fact that the two systems can only be distinguished when
monosyUabic and disyllabic feet intermingle. This will never happen in QI systems since
aU feel are uniformly disyllabic.

In conclusion, we have shown that the complex. edge-asymmetries in foot-parsing
can be produced without constraints that refer to the right edge. In fac t, constraints with
right-edge reference would be distinctly uodesirable: a constraint such as AUGN-R(Ft,
PrWd) would Foduce unattested R-tL iambs and QS uocbees regardless of the position
of main stress. 0
As a final observation, we note that the analysis presented above has a precedent
in McCarthy & Prince's (J993b) analysis of the iambic asymmetry; their analysis also
crucially relies on the non-existence of constraints that attract feet to right edges. The
analysis presented above may be seen as an extension of their idea.

3.

Right-Edge Phenomena without Right Edge-Reference

The aim of this section is to show that a system without constraints that refer to right
edges can still produce a limited number of apparent right-edge effects. Three devices are
shown to be relevant in this regard: contigutty of prosodic constituents. constraints on
mOCJ?bological realization, and opacity. The subsections are organized accordingly.
Secuon 3.1 deals with languages that relax conditions on syllable structure at the right
edge of a domain. allowing more complex consonant clusters finally than medially (e.g.
Cairene Arabic). We show that a notion of prosodic contiguity allows c lusters only
ftnally. In §3.2, constraints on morphological realization are shown to produce apparent
instances of right·edge preservation in Javanese, In §3.3, a case of right-edge
preservation in English is shown to result from an opaque interaction of constraints. In all
cases, there is no Deed for oonstnints that refer to right edges.
section concludes
with a discussion of the power of the various devices presented herein to produce
apparent right-edge effects.

nus

10 A final remark: since the same facts apply to both QS Irochees and iambs - R-+L fOOCin& is
onl)' possible with (near-)final stress - it is still a mY5tery IhDl R-+L jambs are 50 rare while R-+L Itoebees
are quite C:ODlUlOD. We suspect that the ~n has to do with an independent fact about iambic s)'nems:
they tend to avoid rmw stress (Hayes 1995:269). Sina: final main stress is necessary £or R-+L iambs,
R-+L iambs are therefoce also rare. We leave the explanatioa of wby final suess is avoided in iambic
systems for future researdJ.
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One point implicit in this section is that apparent right-edge effects are not a
unified phenomenon but rather are the side-effect of a variety of different pro~sses. This
situation parallels tbat of circumscription. which was argued to unify many different
processes, including infixing, truncation, and certain types of aIlomorpby (McCarthy &
Prince 1990, 1995). Circumscription has since bun discarded, with the phenomena it
purported to cover now explained by a variety of diverse processes (see e.g. McCarthy &
Prince 1993a, Prince & Smolensky 1993). We envisage the same fate for apparent rightedge effects.

3.1.

Contiguity and Rigbt-Edge Complexity

ConstrainlS that place conditions on the linear relationship between certain nodes can
produce apparent right-effects. Specifically, a constraint that requires moras to be
contiguous is shown to account for the fact that CV:C and CVCC syllables are only
allowed finally in Cairene Arabic (McCarthy 1979). More generally, we argue that
structural complexity is not specifically attracted tolpermitted in final position; rather.
medial structural complexity is ruled out by constraints requiring contiguity of prosodic
nodes.

In Cairene Arabic. CV, CV: and CVC syllables can appear anywhere in the word.
However, CY:C and CVCC sequences are restricted to word-final position. For example,
[katabt] 'I wrote' with a final CVCC syllable is acceptable, but *[latb.ka] is nOL
Following much previous work, we consider these 'superheavy syllables' to be a
normal CV:/CVC syllable followed by a minor syllable (McCartby 1979, Crowburst
1996). A minor syllable consists of ao onset consonant alone without a nucleus. The
existence of minor syllables has been documented in a wide variety of languages (Shaw
1996. Bye 1997a,b), and have been showo to exist in the related Bedouin Arabic
(McCarthy 2000). So, a word sucb as kalabl actually has the following representation:
( II)

~"

Al

tab t

The minor syllable analysis bas a number of advantages, explaining why final
consonants are 'extrametrica1' - i.e. they do not count for stress assignment (Crowburst
1996).
The issue, then, is why minor syllables are allowed word-finally, but not medially
or initially. To explain this we invoke a notion of monic contiguity: moras must be
strictly adjacent. In other words, non· moraified material cannot intervene between moras
(~·CONTIG) . An example of an offending configuration with a medial CVCC sequence is
shown below:
(12)

" " "

Jr lA

I

a b
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In this structure., the moras are separated by non-moraified material - the medial
[(J. 11 In comparison, the structure in (II) docs not violate J.1-C'ONTIO at all. SO, J.1-CONTIG
is effectively a medial strucrural caDdition, allowing minor syllables only at word edges.

To account for eaircee Arabic in

ar

tams, ·COMPLEX. which bans consonant

clusters in syUabic constituents, must outrank MAX. banning deletion. MAX in twn
outranks EXHA.vsnvITY, which requires prosodic nodes to be associated to nodes in
immediately adjacent tiers. With EXHAUSllVITY ranked relatively low. minor syllables
will be formed to accommodate the extra C left over from avoiding C clusters. J.1-CONTtG

is highest ranked, preventing medial minor syllables:

The final step in this analysis is to deal with the ban on initial minor syUables in
Cairene. To account for this, we invoke a left-edge version of EXHAusnvnY:
EXHAUS1TVI1Y-L requires prosodic structure at the left edge to be exhaustively parsed,
effectively banning minor syllables word-initially. There can be no corresponding
constraint EXHAUSTIVITY-R. due to the EAR This seems to be a desirable result: while
there are languages with miuor syUables only at the rigbt edge (e.g. Cairene Arabic), and

with minor syllables in every possible position, we have not found any cases where minor
syJlables can appear e:telusiveJy word-initially.

1be analysis presentm here generalizes to a number of other cases where right
edges bouse more complex syllable structures than in otbu positions. For example,
Kamaiuri. ooly allows
syllables word·finally (McCarthy & Prince 1993a). We
considu this a scqueoce of a CV syUable foUowed by a word·final minor syllable:

eve

[CV.C#J. not ·[CVC#J.
Minor syllables can also belp explain some cases of apparent right-edge
preservation. For example. gloltalized stops in Toj~la~a1 are neutralized in codas
everywbere e:teept word-finally: e.g. [p'lotot1J, .[p ok .tot?l (Lombar~i 1~4). We
propose that word-finaJ consonants actually appear in minor syUables: *[p O.to.l]. Since
the final is not in a coda, it is nOl subject to neutralization.

e

Cooditions on prosodic contiguity may also explain other cases of right·edge
prosodic: complexity. For exampIc, it is well-known that contour tones are often

permitted oDly at til< rigbt edge of words (e.g. Odden 1995). 10 sucb cases. a tonal
contiguity constraint. requiring 'head' tones
but not final ones. n

[0

be adjacent could rule out medial contoW'S,

In short, structural complexity at the rigbt edge does not indicate the activity of
constraints that refer to the right edge, Conditions on medial structure coupled with
constraints on left edges can produce apparent right-edge effects.
• 1 This anal)1is does dc:pelld to some Clltellt 00 the syllable structure usumed. for this model of
lilt syllable see Hymlll (1985), Perlmutter (1995), and Hayes (I99S:.SJJ).
11 By 'bead' tone we mean eithl!f the tone associated to the head mora or ooe of \he membel1l oC a

complex tooe, depending Oil oae's IISSUDlptiODS about contour toocs (sec Yip 1995 foc discussion).
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Morpbological Realization and Right-Edge Preservation

The aim of this section is to show that conditions on morphological realization can
produce cases of apparent right-edge resistance to neutralization.

In Javanese, non-low vowels are almost always lax in closed syllables (Dudas
1976). The exception to this generalization is found in fwal syllables, where both tense
and lax vowels can appear. When tense vowels are present, though, they mark the
morpboJogicalcategory 'Elative' . In the examples below, the form OD the left is the plain
adjective and the form on the right is the corresponding Elative.
(14)

Adjectiye

~

du,

alu,

.bot

abut

aIJEl

'1Iil

'refined., smooth'
'heavy, bard'
'hard, difficult'

Thus, contrast in closed syliabJes in Javanese is richer in final position than
elsewhere. In §2.2 preservation of positional contrast was claimed to result from
faithfulness constraints that referred specifically to the position in question. So, in the
present case sucb constraints would have to refer specifically to the syllable at the right
edge of the word, contra the EAH.
However, the observed pattern can be explained by other means. Instead, we
relate it to the need to faithfully parse tbe exponent of the Elative, which is evidently
[+tense]. [) 1bc crucial constraint is MoRPliREAL, whicb requires some exponent of a
morpheme to be present in the output form (Prince & Smolensky 1993). So. if the Elative
morpheme is not realized as [+tenseJ. MORPHREAL is violated, as shown in example (1)
below. In tbc. morphologically simple case, MORPHREALfails to have any effect, so
producing neutralization (example 2):

If the Elative morpheme's [+tensel feature is unparsed, as in candidate (Lb), the
Elative bas no visual surface exponeot, so violating MORPKREAt- 'This overrides the
general pressure to neutralize vowels in closed syllables, as in example (2).
The alternative to this analysis is not only unnecessary, but undesirable: if rightedge faithfulness were invoked, tense vowels in final syllables should appear in every
morphological class. not just in the Ela.tive. So, analyses that fail to invoke a
morphological constraint fail to capture this aspect of the Javanese system.

U The reader will observe that the OU[put of the elo.tive is subject to a constraint whidJ. reodet's Ihe
tense vowel [+higbJ. regllCdlc:ss of the l:l:higbJ specification uC tlJe: input We iguQ[c Lhill dc:tail in our
analysis.
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Opacity and Right·Edge Preservation

In this section. we argue that opacity coupled with contiguity requirements can also
produce apparent right edge preservation.
In many English dialects. the possibilities of contrast amongst the short vowels of
unstressed open syl1ables are richer finally than medially (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 74jf.
Hal1e & Mohanan 1985:59-62). The dialect of one of the authors (New Zealand English)
is a rather extreme example. but illustrates the point well:
(16)

Short medial vowels:
I~
Short final unstressed vowels: Ii ~ u 0/

e.g. ciry. buUder,jujirsu,judo.

This seems like a bonafide case of right·edge contrast preservation. Accordingly,
it seems that faithfulness constraints that refer to rightmost syUables should be invoked to
account for it (see §22). Even so, we will argue that tbe greater variety of contrast seen
finally in English is not due to specific rigbt-edge preservation but instead to an opaque
process of tenseness assimilation and glide deletion. As background to the proposal, a
rather t;pica! Englisb vowel inventory is presented below, focussing on the tense·lax
distinction:
(17)

English vowel system (tenseness distinctive)
LaxlSbgn
I
U

e
'"

A

0

a

0

..

To account for tbe relation betwe.e1;l tenseness and length, we adopt the view that
the 'long' or 'tense' vowels are really dipbthongs consisting of vowel followed by a
l+high] glide. With the exception of the [+low] vowels laIJI and 1'Xi, the other 'long'
vowels are segmentally complex. Tenseness is a function of adjacency to the glide. 14
This offers an explanation for the contrast found in final short vowels. We
propose that such vowels come from an vowel + glide (/j/ or Iw/) sequence. So. in final
position the system is underlyingly Itj ~ lW ~w/. The reason that these sequences end
up as Ii ~ u 0/ on the surface is due to an opaque interaction: the vowel is assimilated to
the glide in terms of tensing, then the glide is deleted: Irj/ -+ [ij) -+ [i).
This opaque interaction can be modeled using Sympathy Theory and Cumulativity
(McCarthy 1999. 2000). Two constraints that are erucial are AsSIM "A vowel followed
by a glide must be [+tenseJ" and *GLlDE, which bans glides. Their interaction is shown in
the foUowing tableau:
(18)
ASSIM

IJI,YM

x!

~x·s

x

x

x

It In QT, Ricbness of the Base means that the phonological system must dell! wim the possibility
of input long Yowels. In the present a.n:aiysis, input 1001 vowels will be neutralized to short ones (due to
IlNoLoNaV )0 MAX.I-1II). Similarly, tense short \IOwels will be neutralized 10 lax unless they ll5Simiiale 10
glides (see below).
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This alternation does not take place word-intemaJly because word-internal
deletion is banned by the faithfulness constraint I-CONTlG: 'No skipping' (McCanhy &
Prince 1995: 371):5
So, the richer system of contrast in short vowels in final open syllables results
from an opaque vowel-glide interaction in tandem with a condition on medial contiguity
(I-CONTIG). The patterns do not necessitate the postulation of faithfulness constraints
which pick out right-peripheral syllables.

3.4.

Limitations on Rigbt-Edge Effects

The processes invoked in the preceding sections can only produce a limited array of rightedge effects, nothing like the range of structural atlIaction and preservation found at left

edges. Contiguity effects. for example, can only affect the extreme right edge of words.
While contiguity can preserve underlying material and so has an effect analogous to rightedge faithfulness, its scope is cmemcly limited, affecting only the rightmost segment in a
word. This compares to left-edge preservation, which may affect an entire syllable, not
just a single peripheral segment The same can be said of right-edge structural effects.
With minor syllables and contiguity, right edges can house an extra coru;onam, allowing
consonant clusters at right edges but not medially; me same is true of tone. However,
struC(uraJ complexity can only occur at the extreme right edge. There can be no cases, for
example, where the onset of a final syllable is more complex than any other onset. In
comparison, structural effects at left edges can affect DXlrt. than just peripheraJ segments.
For example. complex codas can be banned except in the initial syllable (Beckman 1998).
Opacity has limitations similar to contiguity since it relies on contiguity to limit its
effects to final position: so, any opaque interaction resulting in preservation can only
effect an element at tbe extreme right edge of a domain. Similarly, morpboIogical
conditions have extremely limited effects, only being able to apply when the morpheme is
present in the input; they do oat allow right-edge preservation in every circumstance.

In short, the processes presented in this section do not make me present theory
isomorphic with one that employs right~edge reference. They have an extremely limited
array of effects, consistent with the idea that the right edge is not as significant for
phonological phenomena as the left edge.

4.

Conclusions

The purpose of this paper was to explore the consequences of a particularly strong
hypothesis about the ability of constraints to refer to edges:
(19)

Edge-Asymmetry Hypothesis (EAHl:
No constraint may refer to the right edge of a constituent.

The preceding sections have examined some empirical consequences of the EAH:
it avoids several pathological predictions in the realms of faithfulness, markedness, and
morphology (§2), but still allows a limited range of right-edge effects (§3) - a desirable
result.
Of course, it is far 100 early to come to any conclusions about the adequacy of the
EAH; the present work is only a small step towards exploring its effects. Whatever the
ultimate fate of the hypothesis. it is clear that any adequate theory of phonology and
" Inputs with final fJ/ cannot map onto surface (iJ since tensing can only come about through
assimilatim to a glide. Instead, we suggest that input [i] maps onlo output (~J. Formally, this is lID InputOUtput chain-shift since input fJ/ maps onto output (~] but input fTjI and fiji IllD.p onto output [I] (see Bye in
prep. roc discussion).
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morphology must recognize the pervasiveness of asymmetric edge-reference and
seriously address the issue.
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